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“Use ORCID iDs in research 
workflows to solve name 

ambiguity and save everyone 
a bunch of effort!” 







Leveraging ISNI Organization IDs 

ORCID uses Ringgold (an ISNI registrar) organization list to support 
connection between individuals and education and employment 
affiliations. 



Leveraging FundRef identifiers 

Funding agency list coordinated with FundRef 

Auto-complete based 
on FundRef data 

























Integration of ORCID iDs in research 
workflows 



Publication round trip 

ORCID iDs are intended to be integrated into research and 
publication workflows, and become embedded in the 
metadata. ORCID iDs will thus be associated with new 
works at the time of publication. 
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Round trip process and implications 

Publisher captures ORCID iD during manuscript submission 
o  Authenticated process, no mistyping, accurate 
o  User may grant permission to add works later 

Publisher includes ORCID iD in metadata when minting DOI 
o  Will be available to support discovery 
o  Available in CrossRef search 

Publisher/CrossRef writes metadata back to ORCID record 
o  Holder notified, can control visibility 
o  Saves effort updating record 
o  Information flow to other systems such as local profile (e.g. 

I've linked my ORCID record with my VIVO profile) 

Similar process for datasets, mediated by DataCite 

ref: http://orcid.org/blog/2014/11/21/new-functionality-friday-auto-update-your-orcid-record  



An ounce of ambiguity avoidance is worth a 
pound of disambiguation 
   -- with apologies to Benjamin Franklin 

•  Workflow integration avoids name ambiguity at source 

•  Resulting data good for disambiguation of older data 
•  Resulting data good for compilation of authority records 



“Use ORCID iDs in research 
workflows to avoid name 

ambiguity and save everyone 
a bunch of effort!” 



ORCID as a hub identifier 



ORCID is a hub 
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The ORCID identifier 
connects researchers 
with their works 
(papers, grants, 
datasets, and more), 
organizations, and 
other identifiers. 
 
ORCID APIs enable data 
exchange between 
research information 
systems. 
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Hub identifier linking to other 
identifiers and to profiles in 

other systems 



… and data in machine form too 

$ curl –H “Accept: application/orcid+xml”  

    “http://pub.orcid.org/0000-0002-7970-7855/orcid-bio”  

    | grep external-id-url  

 

<external-id-url> 

  http://isni.org/isni/0000000351311901 

</external-id-url> 

<external-id-url> 

  http://vivo.cornell.edu/individual/individual24416 

</external-id-url> 

<external-id-url> 

  http://www.researcherid.com/rid/E-2423-2011 

</external-id-url> 

<external-id-url> 

  http://www.scopus.com/inward/authorDetails.url?
authorID=7103063073&amp;partnerID=MN8TOARS 

</external-id-url> 

 









Thanks for listening! 


